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Map of Red Mountain and the Mining Region of San Juan, Ouray, San Miguel and
Dolores Counties, Colo. By Emil Fischer. 1891.
61865
Stock#:
Map Maker: Fischer
Date:
Place:
Color:
Condition:
Size:

1891
Durango, Colorado
Color
VG+
38 x 34 inches

Price:

$8,500.00

Description:
An Emil Fischer Southwest Colorado Rarity
Rare large format map of Southwestern Colorado, centered on Silverton and covering San Juan, Ouray,
San Miguel and Dolores Counties with exceptional detail.
This is the second of two maps by Emil Fischer to cover this region, the first published in 1886, This
second map is of tremendous importance, published shortly after the arrival of the railroad and thereby
vividly illustrating the rapid changes in this part of Southwest Colorado during its boom period.
The coverage of the two maps is nearly identical, with this 1891 map extending a bit further to the west,
reaching Uncapahgre Peak. However, the second map includes significantly more topographical detail and
also illustrates the growth of the region, explosive growth of the mines, new towns, The evolution of the
two maps can be demonstrated by tracing the route from Leopard Creek at the top left of the two maps to
Telluride. In the 1886 map, the Mears Toll Road from Telluride to Montrose is illustrated, via
Vogelssangs, Placerville, Wheelers, Sargent, Keystone and San Miguel. In the 1891 map, the same route
is now traversed by the Rio Grande Souther Railway, Vogelsangs is replaced by Brown on the far side of
Leopard Cree, and at Sargent, the Railroad veres sharply south to the new town of Ilium, before making a
U turn through Vance and contuning on through Keystone and San Miguel to Telluride, all along the way
with dramatically improved topography.
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The map shows the topography and hydrography of the region in excellent detail, along with the newly
arrived Railroads, along with Wagon Roads, Trails, Mines, Mills, Concentrators Blockhouses, Bridges, etc.
The hieghts of many mountains are shown. Includes three inset / Plat maps showing
Plat of the Red Mountain mines
Plat of Mines at Silver Lake Arastra Basin
Plat of Newman Hill at Rico
The new railroad lines shown include:
Denver & Rio Grande Railway
Rio Grande Southern Railway
Silverton and Red Mountain Ry.
The details of the map is extraordinary for the period, on scale of 1 inch to 1 mile. The details in Fischer's
maps would be unsurpassed for many years and no other map of the region during this period provides as
much information. Fischer's copyright notices states:
The author claims Ten years original topographical field work of this section. Silverton,
Colorado, May 1891. Sketches from Nature in Pencil, Ink and Watercolors executed by Emil
B. Fischer.
As a pairing, the 1886 and 1891 Fischer maps provide a remarkable time line for the growth of the region
in these boom years. Fischer's 1886 map can be seen
here: https://www.raremaps.com/gallery/detail/28015
This map clearly reflects Fischer's artistic talents and individualism, being carefully hand-drawn, including
all text elements, and faithfully lithographed by Rand McNally & Company., thus giving the map a
wonderful, almost folk art appearance. During the 1880's and early 1890's, the Red Mountain Mining
District was one of the richest and most productive in the world, yielding millions of dollars of silver, gold,
lead, and other minerals. The famous Million Dollar Highway from Ouray and Silverton Railroad from
Silverton were built to service the mines. County boundaries are colored with mining district boundaries
both colored and numbered. Large numbers of named mine sites, mills, towns, and other cultural features
are set within a finely drawn hachure network illustrating mountain ranges and stream valleys. Of the
several San Juan regional maps produced by Fischer, this was the first to emphasize and capitalize on the
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frenzy of activity generated by the discovery of rich ore deposits at Red Mountain.
Fischer was a Silverton-based artist and mapmaker active from 1880 to his death in 1898. During the
1880s and early 1890s, the Red Mountain Mining District was one of the richest and most productive in
the world, yielding millions of dollars of silver, gold, lead, and other minerals. The famous Million Dollar
Highway from Ouray and Silverton Railroad from Silverton were built to service the mines. County
boundaries are colored with mining district boundaries both colored and numbered. Large numbers of
named mine sites, mills, towns, and other features illustrated with remarkable detail. Fischer produced
several San Juan regional maps which during the frenzy of activity generated by the discovery of rich ore
deposits at Red Mountain.
Rarity
The map is exceptionally rare. We note only a single example at auction and no dealer records.
Detailed Condition:
Folding into original covers and laid into a contemporary gold bag.
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